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All the advantages 
at a glance

+ INTRO

AN OVERVIEW OF THE NUMEROUS 
FUNCTIONS OF OUR ARTICLES 

S U S TA I N- 
A B L E*

FREEDOM OF
MOVEMENT

DURABLE

CERTIFIED
UV-PROTECTION*

UPF
 50+

*only selected articles

UP TO 40
 COLORS*

BREATH- 
ABLE*

60°

SUITABLE FOR
DECORATING

M A N Y P R A CT I C A L 
  POCKETS*

10.000 mm
WATER COLUMN*

YOUR
Logo

4 STEPS TO  
CORPORATE FASHION

THERE IS NO SECOND 
CHANCE FOR  
A FIRST IMPRESSION

STEP 1

STEP 3

STEP 2

STEP 4

SELECT ARTICLE

POSITIONING OF THE LOGO

PERSONALIZATION

JUST ORDER

From head to toe, from function jacket to T-shirt matching in colour.  A wide 
colour range and a variety of models make for a well-rounded corporate outfit 
for every company.

Where do you want your advertising message to be? Our experts  will advise 
you personally on the best position for your logo or slogan. You will find our 
contact details on the reverse of the catalogue.

Every article of our collections is suitable for a convincing decoration. Print 
or embroidery – Your logo is definitely the centre of  attention. Individualization 
is the key.

Order via the contact details on the reverse of the catalogue.

Corporate identity is guaranteed with corporate fashion. Apart from 
strenghtening your public image, it reinforces the sense of togetherness  
within the team. Be it staff or club member, corporate fashion unites  people 
and therefore, each individual becomes a brand ambassador. 
The brands James & Nicholson and myrtle beach offer a functional design  
with a huge variety of colours and sizes, which is long-term available,  and 
the brands are perfect for your strong team appearance.

Corporate Fashion
BY JAMES & NICHOLSON

60 DEGREE 
WASHABLE*



WORKWEAR 
STRETCH-PANTS SLIM LINE

WORKWEAR PANTS SLIM 
LINE - STRONG -

WORKWEAR PANTS  
WITH BIB - STRONG-

BIO WORKWEAR-HALF ZIP 
HOODY

LADIES‘ | MEN‘S 
BIO WORKWEAR T-SHIRT

LADIES‘ | MEN‘S
BIO STRETCH-T WORK  

- SOLID -

HARDSHELL WORKWEAR 
JACKET

5 PANEL SANDWICH CAP 
BIO COTTON

LADIES‘ | MEN‘S
 BIO STRETCH-LONGSLEEVE 

WORK - SOLID -

LADIES‘ | MEN‘S
 SWEAT

LADIES‘ | MEN‘S
HOODY

JN1803 8023

JN1814

JN1807

JN1801 8021

JN1804

JN839

MB6238

8024

JN1802 8022

6 PANEL CAP BIO COTTON

MB6236

JN1812

JN1832 JN1833

LADIES‘ | MEN‘S 
STRUCTURE FLEECE JACKET

LADIES‘ | MEN‘S 
WORKWEAR T-SHIRT 

- STRONG -

JN1817

JN1823

JN1818

JN1824

LADIES‘ | MEN‘S 
 HYBRID VEST

JN1821

JN1822

LADIES‘ | MEN‘S
BIO STRETCH-POLO WORK 

- SOLID -

LADIES‘ | MEN‘S
HYBRID JACKET

LADIES‘ | MEN‘S
WORKWEAR POLO 

- STRONG -

JN1805 JN1819

JN1825

JN1806 JN1820

JN1826

LADIES‘ | MEN‘S
BIO WORKWEAR POLO

JN873

JN874

JN1808

WORKWEAR 
STRETCH-JEANS

WORKWEAR BEANIE6 PANEL WORKWEAR CAP 
- SOLID -

JN875

MB7137MB6234

PADDED HARDSHELL 
WORKWEAR JACKET

JN1815

BIO SNEAKER SOCKS

8031

BIO SOCKS

8032

+ OVERVIEW

Our recommendations for you
We have put together a selection for you from the extensive J&N and MB range.
We will be happy to advise you on other products.

shirts
pp. 6-9

Jackets & Vests
pp. 18-23

polo
pp. 14-17

Sweat
pp. 10-13

Pants
pp. 24-27

Caps
pp. 28-29

socks
pp. 30-31
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+ SHIRTS

JN1801 LADIES' BIO STRETCH-T WORK  

- SOLID -

JN1802 MEN'S BIO STRETCH-T WORK  

- SOLID -

T-shirt made of soft elastic single jersey

Combed ring-spun organic cotton, round neckline | Neck 
band with elasthane, neck tape | Washable at 40°C, suitable 
for tumble drying | JN1801: lightly waisted

Outer fabric (180 g/m²): 95% cotton, 5% elastane
grey-heather: 
Outer fabric (180 g/m²): 85% cotton, 10% viscose, 5% 
elastane

in 11
colours
available

shirts

JN1801 XS-4XL

JN1802 XS-6XL
JN1807  LADIES‘ BIO WORKWEAR T-SHIRT

JN1808  MEN‘S BIO WORKWEAR T-SHIRT

Hard-wearing and easy-care T-Shirt

Mixed fabrics: combed ring-spun organic cotton and polyester for optimum shape retention 
and washing resistance | Neck band with elasthane, neck tape | Washable at 60°C, suitable 
for tumble drying | JN1807: V-neck , lightly waisted | JN1808: round neckline

Outer fabric (160 g/m²): 50% cotton, 50% polyester

in 17
colours
available

JN1807     XS-4XL

JN1808     XS-6XL

your
Logo
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JN1803 XS-4XL

JN1804 XS-6XL

in 11
colours
available

JN1803  LADIES' BIO STRETCH-LONG- 

 SLEEVE WORK - SOLID -

JN1804 MEN'S BIO STRETCH-LONG- 

 SLEEVE WORK - SOLID -

Ladies' BIO Stretch-Longsleeve Work

Combed ring-spun organic cotton, round neckline | 
Neck band with elasthane, neck tape | Washable at 40°C, 
suitable for tumble drying | JN1803: lightly waisted

Outer fabric (180 g/m²): 95% cotton, 5% elastane
grey-heather: 
Outer fabric (180 g/m²): 85% cotton, 10% viscose, 5% 
elastane

JN1823 XS-4XL

JN1824 XS-6XL

JN1823  LADIES' WORKWEAR T-SHIRT - STRONG -

JN1824 MEN`S WORKWEAR T-SHIRT - STRONG -

Durable, easy care T-shirt with contrasting insets 

Material mix of combed, ring-spun organic cotton and recycled polyester for optimum 
shape retention and washing resistance | Contrasting insets on the side and shoulder 
| Neck band with elasthane, neck tape | Washable at 60°C, suitable for tumble-drying | 
JN1823: lightly waisted

Outer fabric (180 g/m²): 50% cotton, 50% polyester (recycled)

in 8
colours
available

+ SHIRTS

98
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8021 XS-3XL

8022 S–5XL

8021  LADIES' SWEAT

8022  MEN'S SWEAT

Classic sweatshirt with raglan sleeves

High-quality French terry, 85% combed, ring-spun organic cotton | Classic round 
neck, necktape | Collar and sleeve-bands with elasthane | Collar patch | Tear 
off!-label | 8021: lightly waisted

Outer fabric (300 g/m²): 85% cotton, 15% polyester

Sweat 
+ SWEAT

in 23
colours
available

8023 XS-3XL

8024 S-5XL

8023  LADIES' HOODY 

8024  MEN'S HOODY 

Hooded sweatshirt with raglan sleeves  

High-quality  sweat fabric with roughened inside | 85% combed, ring-spun organic cotton | 
Two-layer hood with drawcord | Lateral dividing seams at the front, kangaroo pocket | Sleeve-
bands with elasthane | Tear off!®-label | 8023: lightly waisted

Outer fabric (300 g/m²): 85% cotton, 15% polyester

in 23
colours
available

1110



 Made with 70  %

Organically Grown Cotton

Certified by CU853836
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Sweat
+ SWEAT

JN839  BIO WORKWEAR-HALF ZIP HOODY

Hooded sweatshirt with zip

Durable, easy care cotton/polyester blend | Combed, ringspun organic cotton, 
roughened on the inside | Double-layer hood with elastic, adjustable cord
Ribbed sleeve-and waistbands with elastane | Washable at 60°C, suitable for 
tumble drying | Zips: YKK

Outer fabric (290 g/m²): 70% cotton, 30% polyester

in 4
colours
available

JN839 XS-6XL

1312
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POLOS

in 8
colours
available

+ POLOS

JN1825 LADIES' WORKWEAR POLO - STRONG -

JN1826 MEN'S WORKWEAR POLO - STRONG -

Durable, easy care polo shirt with contrasting insets 

Material mix of combed, ring-spun organic cotton and recycled polyester for optimum 
shape retention and washing resistance | Contrasting insets on the side and shoulder | 
Knitted polo collar, neck tape | JN1826: Button placket with 3 buttons | JN1825: Button 
placket with 4 buttons | Washable at 60°C, suitable for tumble-drying

Outer fabric (200 g/m²): 50% cotton, 50% polyester (recycled)

JN1825 XS-4XL

JN1826 XS-6XL

1514
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in 11
colours
available

in 17
colours
available

JN873 LADIES' BIO WORKWEAR POLO

JN874 MEN'S BIO WORKWEAR POLO

Easy-care, durable polo shirt

Mixed materials made of combed, ring-spun organic cotton and polyester for 
optimum shape-retention and washability | Knitted polo collar and sleeve cuffs | 
Neck tape | JN873: Button placket with 4 buttons, side slits | JN874: Button  
placket with 3 buttons | Washable up to 60 degrees, suitable for tumble drying

Outer fabric (200 g/m²): 50% cotton, 50% polyester

JN873 XS-4XL

JN874 XS-6XL

JN1805  LADIES' BIO STRETCH-POLO  

 WORK - SOLID -

JN1806  MEN'S BIO STRETCH-POLO  

 WORK - SOLID -

Polo shirt made of soft elastic piqué

Combed ring-spun organic cotton | Knitted polo collar and 
sleeve-bands, side slits | Washable at 40°C, suitable for tumble 
drying | JN1805: button placket with 4 buttons, lightly waisted | 
JN1806: button placket with 3 buttons

Outer fabric (210 g/m²): 94% cotton, 6% elastane

+ POLOS

JN1805 XS-4XL

JN1806 XS-6XL

1716
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Jackets & Vests

in 5
colours
available

+ JACKETS & VESTS

JN1821 LADIES' HYBRID VEST

JN1822 MEN'S HYBRID VEST

Softshell vest of attractive mixed materials 

Easy-care 2-layer softshell fabric combined with stitched insets at the front and at the 
back | Water- and dirt-repellent due to BIONIC-FINISH®ECO | Warm DuPont™Sorona® 
padding | Stand-up collar | Full-length concealed 2-way zip with storm flap and chin cup
Width adjustment on hem | Zipped side pockets and breast pocket, 1 inner pocket with 
hook-and-loop fastener | Reflective elements (without protective function, no PPE) at the 
front and at the back | Zip for decoration at the back | Zips: YKK | JN1821: lightly waisted

Outer fabric (280 g/m²): 100% polyester (recycled)
Outer fabric 2: 100% polyester (recycled)
Lining: 100% polyester (recycled)
Padding: 100% polyester

JN1821 XS-4XL

JN1822 XS-6XL

1918
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in 5
colours
available

JN1819 XS-4XL

JN1820 XS-6XL

JN1819 LADIES' HYBRID JACKET

JN1820 MEN'S HYBRID JACKET

Softshell jacket of attractive mixed materials

Easy-care 2-layer softshell fabric combined with stitched insets at the front and at 
the back | Water- and dirt-repellent due to BIONIC-FINISH®ECO | Warm DuPont™So-
rona® padding | Stand-up collar | Full-length concealed 2-way zip with storm flap 
and chin cup | Width adjustment on hem | Zipped side pockets and breast pocket, 1 
inner pocket with hook-and-loop fastener | Reflective elements (without protective 
function, no PPE) at the front and at the back | Zip for decoration at the back | Zips: 
YKK |JN1819: lightly waisted

Outer fabric (280 g/m²): 100% polyester (recycled)
Outer fabric 2: 100% polyester (recycled)
Lining: 100% polyester (recycled)
Padding: 100% polyester

+ JACKETS & VESTS

in 3
colours
available

JN1817 LADIES' STRUCTURE FLEECE JACKET

JN1818 MEN'S  STRUCTURE FLEECE JACKET

Easy-care knitted fleece jacket for work and leisure time

Soft, warm, easy-care fabric in melange look | Outside smooth, textured look
Inside soft and fluffy, roughened | 2 side pockets with concealed zip, 2 inner 
pockets | Breast pocket made of woven fabric with contrasting zip | Contras-
ting seams | Stand-up collar | Full-length concealed zip with chin cup | Zips: 
YKK | JN1817: lightly waisted 

Outer fabric (230 g/m²): 80% polyester (recycled), 20% polyester

JN1817  XS-4XL

JN1818 XS-6XL

2120
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JN1815  PADDED HARDSHELL WORKWEAR JACKET

Professional, padded, wind- and waterproof, breathable work jacket for extreme 
weather conditions

Warm DuPont™Sorona® padding  | Durable and sturdy rip-stop fabric made of 
recycled polyester, wind- and waterproof (10,000 mm water column), breathable and 
permeable to water vapour (5,000 g/m²/24h), sealed seams | Stand-up collar | Deta-
chable, width- and length-adjustable hood | Width-adjustment on hem | Inner sleeve 
bands | Extended back | Full-length concealed waterproof 2-way zip with storm flap 
and chin cup | Side pockets and breast pocket with waterproof zip, 1 zipped inner 
pocket, 1 inner pocket with hook-and-loop fastener | Reflective elements (without 
protective function / no PPE) at the back and on the sleeves | Zip for decoration at 
the back | Zips: YKK

Outer fabric: 100% polyester (recycled)
Lining: 100% polyester (recycled)
Padding: 100% polyester

JN1814  HARDSHELL WORKWEAR JACKET

Professional, wind- and waterproof, breathable work jacket 
for extreme weather conditions

Durable and sturdy rip-stop fabric made of recycled polyester, 
wind- and waterproof (10,000 mm water column), breathable 
and permeable to water vapour (5,000 g/m²/24h), sealed 
seams | Stand-up collar | Detachable, width- and length-ad-
justable hood | Width-adjustment on hem | Inner sleeve bands 
| Extended back | Full-length concealed waterproof 2-way zip 
with storm flap and chin cup | Side pockets and breast pocket 
with waterproof zip, 1 zipped inner pocket, 1 inner pocket with 
hook-and-loop fastener | Reflective elements (without protec-
tive function / no PPE) at the back and on the sleeves | Zip for 
decoration at the back | Zips: YKK

Outer fabric: 100% polyester (recycled)
Lining: 100% polyester (recycled)

JN1814 XS-6XL

JN1815 XS-6XL

in 4
colours
available

in 4
colours
available

+ JACKETS & VESTS

2322
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Organically Grown Cotton

Certified by CU853836
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Pants

JN1812

in 4
colours
available

JN1812  WORKWEAR STRETCH-PANTS   

 SLIM LINE

Specialized work pants in slim profile with elastic insets 
and functional details

Sturdy, durable, elastic mixed fabrics made of recycled 
polyester, organic cotton and elasthane | Very pleasant to 
wear due to elastic insets | Waistband with belt loops | Knee 
pad pocket reinforced with CORDURA®, back pockets and 
pocket mouth | Tearproof triple stitched seam | Pockets, 
several tool pockets | 1 zipped pocket | Ruler pocket, pen 
holder, mobile phone pocket | Zips: YKK 

Outer fabric (260 g/m²): 65% polyester (recycled), 32% 
cotton, 3% elastane
Outer fabric 2: 94% polyamide, 6% elastane
Trimming: 100% polyamide

SHORT 	 25-28
STANDARD	42-64
LONG	 94-110

JN875  WORKWEAR STRETCH-JEANS

Jeans - straight cut with a lot of details

Durable denim made of organic cotton and recycled polyester with elasthane content | 
Comfortable fit | Waistband with belt loops | Knee pad pocket reinforced with Cordura® 
| Tearproof triple stitched seam | 2 pockets with coin compartment |  2 back pockets | 
Several tool pockets, ruler pocket, pen holders, mobile phone pocket |  Zip: YKK

Outer fabric (420 g/m²): 85% cotton, 13% polyester (recycled), 2% elastane
Trimming: 100% polyamide

JN875 

in 2
colours
available

SHORT 	 25-28
STANDARD	42-64
LONG	 94-110

+ PANTS

2524
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in 8
colours
available

JN1833  WORKWEAR PANTS WITH BIB  

 - STRONG -

Specialized workwear pants with bib, with functional  
details and flexibly adjustable elastic waistband

Sturdy, durable, elastic material mix of recycled polyester, 
organic cotton and elastane | Elastic waistband with belt 
loops | Bib with adjustable, elasticated braces, zip pocket 
at the back | Knee pad pocket reinforced with CORDURA®
Tearproof triple stitched seam | Pockets, several tool po-
ckets | 2 zipped pockets | Ruler pocket, pen holders, mobile 
phone pocket | Reflective elements (without protective 
function/no PPE) at the front and at the back | Zips: YKK

Outer fabric (260 g/m²): 65% polyester (recycled), 32% 
cotton, 3% elastane
Trimming: 100% polyamide

JN1832  WORKWEAR PANTS SLIM LINE  - STRONG -

Specialized work pants in slim profile with functional details

Sturdy, durable, elastic material mix of recycled polyester, organic cotton and elastane
Elastic waistband with belt loops | Knee pad pocket reinforced with CORDURA® | 
Tearproof triple stitched seam | Pockets, several tool pockets | 2 zipped pockets | Ruler 
pocket, pen holders, mobile phone pocket | Reflective elements (without protective func-
tion/no PPE) at the front and at the back | Zips: YKK

Outer fabric (260 g/m²): 65% polyester (recycled), 32% cotton, 3% elastane
Trimming: 100% polyamide

in 8
colours
available

+ PANTS

JN1833 

JN1832 SHORT 	 25-28
STANDARD	42-64
LONG	 94-110

SHORT 	 25-28
STANDARD	42-68
LONG	 94-110

2726
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caps

MB6236 6 PANEL CAP BIO COTTON

6 panel cap with unbrushed surface

6 embroidered ventilation holes | 6 decorative stitching 
lines on the peak | Laminated front panels | Pleasant to 
wear thanks to the lined satin sweatband | Hook and loop 
fastener

Outer fabric: 100% cotton (organic cotton)

in 10
colours
available

MB6236 one size

+ CAPS

MB6234  6 PANEL WORKWEAR CAP - SOLID 

High-quality 6 panel cap with reflective elements 
(without protective function/no PPE)

Recycled polyester | 6 embroidered ventilation holes | 
6 decorative stitching lines on the peak | Laminated front 
panels | Pleasant to wear thanks to padded sweatband | 
Clip adjuster in mat silver with metal eyelet

Outer fabric: 100% polyester (recycled)

in 6
colours
available

in 3
colours
available

MB7137 WORKWEAR BEANIE

Beanie made of recycled polyester

Classic cut | Rib design | Pleasant, soft touch

Outer fabric: 100% polyester (recycled)

MB6234 one size

MB7137 one size

in 10
colours
available

MB6238 5 PANEL SANDWICH CAP BIO  

 COTTON

5 panel cap with unbrushed surface

4 embroidered ventilation holes | 6 decorative stitching 
lines on the peak | Laminated front panel | Pleasant to wear 
thanks to the lined satin sweatband | Hook and loop fastener

Outer fabric: 100% cotton (organic cotton)

MB6238 one size

2928
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8032 BIO SOCKS

Classic socks with a high content of organic cotton

Elastic cuff with Lycra® | Flat toe seam | Reinforced toe 
and heel part

Outer fabric: 75% cotton, 23% polyamide, 2% elastane

in 3
colours
available

in 3
colours
available

8031 BIO SNEAKER SOCKS

Classic short socks with a high content of organic 
cotton

Elastic cuff with Lycra® | Flat toe seam | Reinforced toe 
and heel part

Outer fabric: 75% cotton, 23% polyamide, 2% elastane

Socks
+ SOCKS

8031 35-38
 39-41
 42-44 
 45-47

8032 35-38
 39-41
 42-44 
 45-47

3130
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